Go Digital. Transform.

TM

Collaborative end-to-end
logistics solutions with fast
access to your LSP network

Terminal and Warehouse Visibility
Collaborate with all of your logistics service providers to
reduce freight costs, improve productivity and maintain
shipper-of-choice status.

Why pay extra for your ERP terminals at your external storage provider sites?
Terminal and warehouse providers have their own systems which are rarely integrated with your backend ERP systems.
External storage providers have to perform double-entry of information when they receive orders, receive inbound
shipments or deliver shipments on your behalf. Higher costs from them means higher costs for you.
Cloud based solutions offering fast and easy implementations with the flexibility to adapt to your dynamic
business needs.
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BENEFITS
Reduces errors via automated business process
monitoring and alerting
Increases data security by eliminating remote access
Improve speed and accuracy of available to
promise inventory
Accelerate time-to-invoice and month-end closing
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KEY CAPABILITIES
Standardize message formats and business processes
Allows warehouses to maintain current
technical capabilities
Proactive issue resolution, including exception-based
alerting and PGI/PGR positive confirmation
Synchronize shipper and 3PL inventories

Suppliers often outsource storage functions to Third Party Logistics Providers (3PLs). These partners store materials in a
network of terminals and warehouses to maximize distribution efficiencies. 3PL networks can become quite complex, with
multiple communication streams and growing operational challenges. Ineffective manual processes often result in costly
delays and errors, while leading to customer service issues and dissatisfaction. This solution allows you to transact with all
of your partners in the same way overcoming complications from different communication methods.
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SOLUTIONS ACROSS THE ENTIRE SUPPLY CHAIN
SmartLink Applications
Customer Management
Logistics Management
Supplier Management
Sourcing Management
QuickLink Network

LOGISTICS MANAGEMENT SOLUTION SUITE OVERVIEW
Elemica Logistics Management seamlessly connects you to all of your LSPs while providing standardized processes
that deliver innovative capabilities:
Road Transport Execution: Automate communication with
road carriers, collaborate on accessorial charges and
maintain visibility of shipment throughout life cycle.
Ocean Transport Execution: Automate communication
with ocean carriers, collaborate on BOL master data, and
maintain visibility.
Time Slot Booking/Time Slot Optimization: Collaborate
with carriers for appointment scheduling to eliminate
detention charges.

Terminal and Warehouse Visibility: Connects shippers to
their third-party warehousing providers.
Carrier Rate Management: Maintain rates from time of
award to expiration.
Freight Invoice Management: Allow carriers to create
freight invoices from pre-approved shipment cost elements.
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Elemica is the leading Business Network for the process industries. We drive bottom line results by promoting reduced
cost of operations, faster process execution, automation of key business processes, removal of transactional barriers,
and seamless information flow between trading partners. Elemica transforms supply chains by replacing manual and
complex approaches with efficient and reliable ones.
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